
I n t e r view with Jimmy Pa l m e r, 

Regional Administra t o r, Region IV, 

E n vironmental Protection Agency
by Justin P. Wi l s o n

UESTION: Do you see any major environ-

mental initiatives during the second term of

the Bush Administration that directly

affect Te n n e s s e e ?

ANSWER: In the last two years, we have come
through a very difficult time implementing two new
federal air standards. Tennessee has been very much
affected by, and very much involved with, the areas in
the state that do not meet those new standards and
therefore were designated as non-attainment. Any area
that is designated as non-attainment for any air stan-
dards has to deal with the consequences of that in terms
of impacts on economic development and possible
impacts on transportation projects.

I know there are still lingering questions and con-
cerns about the Memphis area. Unfortunately, a lot of
folks don’t appreciate the intricacies of the analysis in
terms of why an area under the Clean Air Act is desig-
nated. If you have a monitor in an area, and the mon-
itor shows that you are not attaining the standard, that

county is going to be designated non-
attainment. But then, even if you have a
county that has no monitor at all, if the
facts show that what’s going on in that
county contributes to non-attainment in
an adjacent county, that county gets des-
ignated. In the Memphis area, we have
five counties. Two of them ultimately
were designated non-attainment, three of
them were in the end, not designated
non-attainment. Two of those counties
were in Tennessee, one was in
Mississippi. There are folks that still
think that DeSoto County, Mississippi
should have been designated, but then in
fairness, we pulled two Tennessee coun-
ties and one Mississippi county.

Aside from the Memphis area, we had
the Knoxville area and Chattanooga area.

I was very hopeful that even with the non-attainment
designations, we could keep Memphis and Knoxville in
the Early Action Compacts which we have right now.
The environmental groups are threatening to sue to ter-

minate all EAC’s. I hope that doesn’t happen. We lost
two of the three Tennessee EAC’s: Memphis and
Knoxville, and I really hated that.

QUESTION: Nashville has an EAC and Nashville does

meet all ambient air quality standards, but is designated

non-attainment. This raises some concern among some

practitioners. Do you have any comment about that?

ANSWER: The way this all works, it comes down to
either having the monitor or on the basis of the ozone
protocols. There were eleven factors that were looked at:
things like vehicle miles traveled, number of major and
minor sources. All those things were looked at to deter-
mine the relative degree of contribution from the area
where there is no monitor. The EPA called this country
in or out. In Tennessee, we called a number of them in
and a number of them out. And it just came down to the
factual analysis with each one of them. 

QUESTION: There is currently an on-going dispute

between Florida, Alabama and Georgia over surface

water allocation. As you know, the state of

Mississippi has sued Memphis Light and Gas

regarding interstate groundwater resources. I would

like to ask you how you view the EPA’s role in man-

aging interstate water usage.

ANSWER: I come from a long history of public
service in my home state of Mississippi, over 25 years,
half of that was as Executive Director of the Department
of Environmental Quality. I started my career out of engi-
neering school as the state’s water resources planning
e n g i n e e r, so I have been in the business of water
resources planning and management now since 1970.
What I have discovered, when I got to EPA, is unlike
Mississippi, which has a very well developed body of
water law going back to 1956, all of the states of Region
IV do not have a well developed body of water law. South
Carolina came along after Mississippi and put into place
some respectable statutory law, but you don’t see that
level of coverage in all the eight states. Frankly, the last
couple of years, there has been some activity in the
Tennessee legislature dealing with water law. It is not at
a comparable level to what other states have done. 
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s the new chairperson of the
Environmental Law Section,
I want to thank all of you for

this opportunity. For me, this all
started with Steve Stout knocking at

my door asking for a favor of the new attorney in the
Office of General Counsel with the Te n n e s s e e
Department of Environment & Conservation. So special
thanks to Steve for recruiting me to become a member
and newsletter editor during his tenure as chairperson of
the section. 

I also want to recognize the hard work of Wa y n e
Cropp during his tenure as Chairperson for 2004/2005.
The section has benefited greatly from his dedication
and will continue to reap the rewards from the
momentum he has provided. Fortunately, he is still
around for support and assistance as the Immediate
P a s t - C h a i r. I have relied on him for guidance in my
new position and will continue to do so — or at least
until he changes his telephone numbers and e-mail
address. Once that happens, I will turn my attention to
Jim Wright, the Not-So-Immediate Past-Chair because
I still have his telephone numbers and e-mail address.

I am looking forward to working with the executive
council and want to share with you the direction we
are taking this year. The first thing that may seem a bit
different is that the executive council is utilizing com-
mittees this year to accomplish its list of activities. The
chairpersons of our four committees are as follows:
Jason Holleman (membership), Max Fleischer (publi-
cations), Jim McKoon (programs) and LeAnn Mynatt
(budget/finance). At this time, I want to thank the
committee chairs for taking on the responsibilities.
And to all members, I encourage you to contact me or

the committee chairs about volunteer opportunities. If
you have been concerned that you don’t have time to
serve as an officer but do have some time to devote,
assisting one of the committees on a discrete project
would be of great benefit. 

I also want to assure you that we are continuing
with our successful projects such as the
Environmental Ethics CLE seminar and the
Solid/Hazardous Waste Conference. However, we are
building on our outreach activities to the law schools.
We will continue with the monetary support to defray
travel expenses for an environmental moot court
team and will continue in the establishment of the
Jon E. Hastings Memorial Scholarship. New activities
include the establishment of three law student
liaisons from each of the three grand divisions:
Tommy Pacello from the University of Memphis,
Stephen Martin from the University of Tennessee at
Knoxville and Melissa Landrey, from Va n d e r b i l t
U n i v e r s i t y. I want to welcome these students and
thank them for volunteering. We encourage law stu-
dents, as well as all members, to submit articles or
news activities to our newsletter editor, Max
F l e i s c h e r. Additionally, our section members have
agreed to participate with the TBA on visits to law
schools. Be warned, Jason Holleman (our membership
chair) may be contacting you soon to see if you have
time to devote to this activity. Last but not least, we
have a liaison from the young lawyers division and his
name is Robert Haun. So welcome and thanks to
Robert Haun. 

Now I have written quite a bit more than I had
planned. So again, thanks for providing me this oppor-
tunity and I look forward to a great year. ■

Letter from the Chair
By Karen H. Stachowski

A

Mercury-Containing Equipment 

as a Universal Wa s t e
by Jerry Ingram, Division of Solid Waste Management

he United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issued a final Rule
August 5, 2005 adding mercury-containing equipment (MCE) to the federal list
of Universal Wastes regulated under the hazardous waste regulations. On August

12, 2005, Mike Apple, Director of the Division of Solid Waste Management, adopted a
policy allowing MCE waste, as set forth in the August 5, 2005 Federal Register, to be han-
dled as Universal Waste until similar provisions become effective in Rule Chapter 1200-1-
11. This action is expected to maximize collection of spent MCE while preventing releases
from management of those wastes. The policy is posted on the Division’s web site at
h t t p : / / w w w. s t a t e . t n . u s / e n v i r o n m e n t / s w m / d i r e c t o r y.php#hazardous. ■
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f you read the trade press, you know the sad
story for the nation’s Brownfields. In
December, the Supreme Court held in Cooper

Industries, Inc. v. Aviall Services, Inc., 125 S. Ct. 577
(2004) that a contribution plaintiff under section
113(f)(1) of the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation and Liability Act
(CERCLA), 42 U.S.C. §§ 9601-75, or some closely
related entity must have been the subject of a prior or
concurrent “civil action” under section 106 or section
107(a). See 42 U.S.C. §§ 9606, 9607(a), 9613(f)(1).
As a result, contribution claims by those who conduct
voluntary remediation are made more difficult.
According to the alarums and cries of doom, no one
will ever participate in a voluntary cleanup program
again, because the very notion of a voluntary cleanup
program is antithetical to a prior enforcement action
under CERCLA.

But Justice Thomas’ Cooper Industries majority
opinion carries an important suggestion of an alterna-
tive avenue for recovery by voluntary remediators that
warrants close scrutiny. He observes that section
113(f)(3)(B) establishes a separate right of contribu-
tion for a “person who has resolved its liability to the
United States or a State for some or all of a response
action or for some or all of the costs of such action in
an administrative or judicially approved settlement
….” If participation in a voluntary cleanup of a
Brownfield qualifies as a resolution of liability “for
some or all of a response action … in an administrative
or judicially approved settlement[,]” then perhaps the
Court has offered a roadmap to enlarged contribution
rights for voluntary responders.

V O L U N TA RY CLEANUP PROGRAMS AND

SECTION 128(B)

Each of the fifty states has some form of Brownfields
program. See www. e p a . g o v / s w e r o s p s / b f / s t a t e _
tribal.htm#links. While some of these programs con-
sist entirely of grants and other inducements to
encourage redevelopment of Brownfield properties, in
many states, the legislature has enacted a program for
streamlining the remedy selection and liability resolu-
tion process. Typically, that program provides that if a
voluntary responder takes certain steps, it will have
satisfied its obligations to the state, at least under state
law, arising from the contamination at the site. Some
states have programs that require submissions and site-

specific approvals from the state environmental
agency. Most programs, however, have been “priva-
tized” to a significant degree. The voluntary responder
merely certifies that it has complied, subject to a sub-
sequent state audit. 

Congress sought to reinforce these state voluntary
cleanup programs (VCPs) when it enacted the Small
Business Liability Relief and Brownfield Revitalization
Act of 2002 (SBLRBRA or 2002 Amendments), Pub.
L. No. 107-118, 115 Stat. 2356 (2002). The 2002
Amendments are familiar territory to readers of this
newsletter, but Cooper Industries suggests that we all
revisit the language of new section 128 of CERCLA.
See esp. 42 U.S.C. § 9628(b).

Section 128 bars federal enforcement under
CERCLA against any person who has complied with a
VCP that qualifies under the 2002 Amendments. The
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has entered
into memoranda of agreement (MOA) with most
states confirming the circumstances under which com-
pliance with the state program constitutes compliance
with a VCP for purposes of the enforcement bar of sec-
tion 128. EPA posts a list of those memoranda.
w w w. e p a . g o v / s w e r o s p s / b f / h t m l - d o c / s t a t e m o a . h t m .
However, nothing in CERCLA requires a memo-
randum of agreement in order to invoke the enforce-
ment bar of section 128.

SECTION 128(B) AND CONTRIBUTION UNDER

SECTION 113(F)(3)

If the ability to invoke the enforcement bar of section
128(b) counts as “resolving [one’s] liability” to the
United States and if some process counts as adminis-
trative or judicial approval of that resolution, then
the ability to invoke section 128(b) should support a
contribution action under section 113(f)(3) of
CERCLA. That claim would be independent of the
requirement of section 113(f)(1) that the contribu-
tion action be brought “during or after” an enforce-
ment action under section 106 or 107(a). Moreover,
and perhaps more importantly, no apparent reason
exists why that contribution action should require
proof of the remedy’s consistency with the national
contingency plan, as is typically required for a contri-
bution claim under section 113(f)(1).

I. Resolution of Liability 

A state VCP typically resolves the voluntary responder’s

Did Cooper Industries v. Aviall Services S u g g e s t
a New Contribution Claim Under Cercla §

113(f)(3) for Voluntary Responders?
By David G. Mandelbaum

(continued on page 4)
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liability for cleanup to the state. Many programs only
purport to resolve liability under state law. Therefore,
ambiguity exists as to whether merely satisfying the
VCP is resolution of “liability … for some or all of a
response action or some or all of the costs of such action
… .” If the resolution is only for liability under state law,
it is a resolution of liability for an action that may not
qualify as a “response action” as defined under
CERCLA. See 42 U.S.C. § 9601(23)(25). 

A voluntary responder seeking contribution will
argue that the ability to invoke a bar on enforcement
of claims by the United States is a resolution of lia-
bility under CERCLA, and therefore must support a
claim for contribution under section 113(f)(3). The
claims may theoretically continue to exist, but if no
one can recover on those claims, then the liability of
the voluntary responder is “resolved.” 

In contrast, a contribution defendant would argue
that section 128(b) offers only a bar on federal
enforcement; it does not create or authorize a release
of the federal claim. While attractive on the surface,
this argument ignores the fact that the section of
CERCLA authorizing formal settlements does not ever
direct or authorize the United States to release its
CERCLA claims. Rather, section 122, 42 U.S.C. §
9622, authorizes various forms of covenants not to sue,
but no releases. Covenants not to sue do not extin-
guish claims, they are merely promises not to pursue
them. Therefore, if the distinction between a release
from a claim and a promise not to pursue a claim does
not affect the application of section 113(f)(3), then
why should a distinction between a selfexecuting
enforcement bar and a self-executing release under
section 128(b) make a difference?

A contribution defendant might also argue that
section 128(b) contains a number of reopeners to the
enforcement bar. That again would suggest that com-
pliance with section 128(b) cannot count as resolution
of a claim for purposes of section 113(f)(3), except
that section 122, again mandates reopeners in the very
covenants not to sue that everyone agrees count as
“resolutions of liability” under section 113(f)(3).
Compare 42 U.S.C. § 9622(f)(6) with id. §
9628(b)(1)(B); see also EPA Revised Model CERCLA
RD/RA Consent Decree, 60 Fed. Reg. 38,817 (July 28,
1995), revised as of current date, www. e p a . g o v /
c o m p l i a n c e / r e s o u r c e s / p o l i c i e s / c l e a n u p / s u p e r f u n d /
mod-condec-mem.pdf. Indeed, the exceptions to the
section 128(b) enforcement bar look markedly similar
to the reopeners mandated under section 122.

II. Administrative or Judicially Approved Settlement

The conventional CERCLA settlement involves
either an administrative order on consent (ACO) or a
consent decree (CD). See 42 U.S.C. § 9621. The
former requires administrative approval, and the latter

requires judicial approval. Compliance with a state
VCP may not require either an ACO or a CD, and
therefore no analog to the federal settlement vehicles
may exist. A contribution defendant will argue that
that absence of administrative or judicial approval
means that any resolution of liability under section
128(b) is not covered by section 113(f)(3).

This argument points up a difficulty in the statu-
tory language. Section 113(f)(3) authorizes a contribu-
tion claim by any person “who has resolved its liability
to the United States or a State … in an administrative
or judicially approved settlement … .” The natural
reading of this language would not call for administra-
tive “approval” of the settlement. “Administrative” is
an adjective, and in order for it to modify “approved”
it would have to be in adverbial form — that is, the
language would have to read “administratively or judi-
cially approved.” Instead, the language seems to con-
template two categories of acceptable settlements —
those that are “administrative settlements” and those
that are “judicially approved settlements.” Arguably,
administrative settlements do not require any case-
specific approval in order to serve as the basis for a
contribution action under section 113(f)(3). In that
case, the absence of any affirmative state administra-
tive decision-making under a privatized VCP would
not matter. If compliance results in resolution of lia-
bility to the state under CERCLA or invocation of the
enforcement bar of section 128(b) of CERCLA, then
it is an administrative settlement that supports a claim
under section 113(f)(3).

A voluntary responder seeking contribution may
argue further that no state VCP has an entirely private
process. Even if the cleanup is privatized, a voluntary
responder must make some filing with a state agency
and its cleanup is subject to some level of auditing.
Section 113(f)(3) does not specify the vehicle by
which a settlement is administratively approved;
whatever supervision a state offers may suffice as
“administrative” approval. 

Even if we were to agree that section 113(f)(3)
required affirmative administrative approval of a reso-
lution of liability and that a state did not have enough
administrative process to count as “approval” of the
settlement under section 113(f)(3), in states that have
entered into a MOA with EPA, the MOA itself would
seem to count as a blanket administrative approval of
the application of the section 128 enforcement bar.
Moreover, the voluntary responder will argue that the
MOA constitutes a determination by EPA that the
state administrative process satisfies section 128(a)(2),
and therefore includes elements of case-specific
administrative oversight adequate to make resolve lia-
bility under section 113(f)(3). In principle, EPA may
enter into an MOA for purposes of confirming the
application of the enforcement bar of section 128(b)

Cooper Industries v. Aviall Services (continued from page 3)
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without determining that the state program qualifies
for grants under section 128(a). However, in practice,
I am not aware of any cases where either EPA or the
state has made that distinction. Section 128(a)(2)(D)
requires the state program to include:

[m]echanisms for approval of a cleanup plan, and
a requirement for verification by and certification
or similar documentation from the State, an
Indian tribe, or a licensed site professional to the
person conducting a response action indicating
that the response is complete.

42 U.S.C. § 9628(a)(2)(D). Thus, satisfaction of a
state VCP in a state whose program EPA has endorsed
in an MOA seems to imply administrative approval of
the resolution of liability.

III. Consistency with the NCP 

A contribution claim under section 113(f)(3) should
not require proof that the costs actually incurred by
the contributions plaintiff were incurred consistently
with the national contingency plan (NCP). Section
107(a)(1-4)(B) requires a private cost recovery plain-
tiff to plead and to prove consistency with the NCP. 42
U.S.C. § 9607(a)(1-4)(B). However, one can resolve
one’s liability through a settlement by doing anything,
so long as the settlement meets muster under section
122. There is no requirement that a settlement involve
NCP-consistent costs.

Indeed, a VCP’s very rationale depends upon its lack
of consistency with the NCP. CERCLA requires elabo-
rate studies and remedy selection procedures. VCPs
seek to induce rapid recycling of land by allowing vol-
untary responders to avoid the costly CERCLA

process. Accordingly, section 128(b) clearly intends
that the United States will not enforce against private
parties that have completed a cleanup inconsistent
with the NCP. Thus, section 113(f)(3) provides a
vehicle for recovery of inconsistent costs, something
that section 113(f)(1) apparently did not permit.

For this important reason, even though the
Supreme Court’s Cooper Industries decision turned
more than a decade of CERCLA jurisprudence on its
head, perhaps it is not entirely without redeeming fea-
tures. Justice Thomas’ endorsement of an independent
section 113(f)(3) action may clear the way for volun-
tary responders in most states to pursue CERCLA con-
tribution claims without proof of consistency with the
NCP. That has to mitigate some of the disincentive to
Brownfield remediation perceived in the conventional
reading of Cooper Industries. ■

Mr. Mandelbaum is the chair of the Section’s Special

Committee on Smart Growth and Urban Policy. He is the

partner-in-charge of the Environmental Practice Group of

Ballard Spahr Andrews and Ingersoll, LLP, and resides in

the firm’s Philadelphia office. This article elaborates on an

observation he first published in Contribution after
Cooper Industries v. Aviall Services, 49 CHEM.

WASTE LITIG. REP. 137 (Jan. 2005). 

Contact him at mandelbaum@ballardspahr.com or 

www.ballardspahr.com/about/lawyers.asp?id=323. 

Reprinted with permission. Published in the ABA Section
on Environment Energy & Resources, Smart Growth
Committee Newsletter, June 2005 edition.

Advanced Petroleum USTs Protections 

Net Lower Deductibles
by Donna Washburn, Division of Underground Storage Ta n k s

he Tennessee General Assembly in Public Chapter 283 (2005)
authorized and required the Tennessee Petroleum Underground
Storage Tank Board to promulgate rules by September 1, 2005 to

encourage underground tank owners to use technologies or management prac-
tices that go beyond the minimum requirements and significantly enhance pre-
vention of petroleum releases from petroleum underground storage tanks or
reduce the detection timeframe for such releases. Pursuant to the chapter,
owners who opt to utilize the advanced technologies or management require-
ments will benefit by having lower deductibles in the event of a release. The
Board has adopted Public Necessity Rules which became effective on August
29, 2005. The qualifying criteria adopted by the board includes the use of sec-
ondary containment for tanks, for piping, or under dispensers and/or the use of
continuous in-tank leak detection systems for release detection. These rules can
be viewed at http://state.tn.us/sos/rules/1200/1200-01/1200-01-15. ■
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I was very much involved in the data collection in
Mississippi for a number of years that I presume is the
evidentiary basis for the litigation. The Mississippi
Department of Environmental Quality created the
geological survey. So, the data as I recall, was begin-
ning to show a decline in static ground water levels in
DeSoto County. So I presume that’s what Mississippi is
doing, challenging what they would consider to be
excessive water use.

In 1977, Senator Malcom Wallup (Wyoming) got
very concerned that folks in the EPA were going to
start finding a water quality protocol in the Clean
Water Act to dictate water quantity policy at the state
level. Senator Wallup successfully added subsection (g)
to Section 101 of the Clean Water Act. Subsection (g)
very precisely limits the role of EPA in terms of water
quantity policy to issues on an intrastate scale.

In 1994, the Supreme Court handed down the PUD
No. 1 of Jefferson County v. Washington Department of

Ecology decision. A lot of practitioners try to weave a lot
of spandex into this decision to stretch its body beyond
the limit it can legitimately be stretched and attempt to
rely on the dicta that might indicate a required connec-
tion between water quality and water quantity.

The EPA’s authority is going to have to rest upon
one of two premises. One premise is that the Clean
Water Act provisions about water quality standards
and the maintenance of those standards extend to an
interstate body of water and there are issues all over the
country where that has gotten very testy; for example
you’ve got a history here in Tennessee where the rivers
won. Arkansas and Oklahoma have had a dispute over
the Illinois River where this very issue has been very
controversial out there. The EPA is going to be very
caught up in interstate water bodies and how that is
going to play out in terms of NPDES programs. How
then is that going to affect water use? The Wa l l o p
Amendment uses the term “incidental.” Incidental

relationships between water quality and water quantity. 
I honestly think we’re going to see more litigation.

Probably sooner than we want to see it. The precise
issue of EPA’s authority over an interstate water body
is going to be at the root of the controversy.

The other premise or predicate for EPA’s involvement
could be what would exist in those interstate compacts
you just referred to. I frankly was surprised when I got to
the EPA to learn about the authority that the Federal
Government was given in those compacts. There was an
additional layer of law that the State agreed to which
surprised me. The additional layer essentially is a veto
over the decisions that were going to be made by three
governors. That doesn’t exist in the Clean Water Act. It
existed only by virtue of those compacts. Those com-
pacts are now gone. They died by operation of law. 

I am hopeful that those three governors are still
willing to discuss interstate resource issues. They have
indicated that they are. You know it is one thing to be
philosophically agreeable, it is another to start ham-
mering away on water allocation issues.

There are other potential conflicts. One of them
resulted several years ago when the then governor of
Georgia made some public statements about sticking a
big straw in the Tennessee River up there at
Chattanooga and pulling water down into Atlanta. The
then governor of Tennessee politely said that ain’t
gonna happen. What that then sparked was conversa-
tion among the then three governors of Te n n e s s e e ,
Mississippi and Alabama about the Tennessee River
system itself. And the reality that will be more proposals
to withdraw water from different points in the system to
meet needs in those three states. That conversation led
to a letter that was sent to the TVA chairman
expressing concern about the lack of planning for the
inevitable proposals to pull water out of the Te n n e s s e e
system. State governments need to do a lot more with
respect to planning water use scenarios because it’s not

gonna get any easier.

QUESTION: Both the

State of Tennessee and

Region IV seem to be

using watershed initia-

tives. There has been

some comment that this

is not contemplated by

the Clean Water Act.

Do you have any com-

ment about that?

ANSWER: I have
heard concerns expressed
about what the law would
allow EPA to do at a
microscale. I think that
what I have heard can be

I n t e r view with Jimmy Pa l m e r (continued from page 1)
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countered by referring to Section 303 itself, because
Section 303 mandates the development of TDL’s. That
mandate is placed not on EPA but the state. EPA, in a
default role, has to step in if the state can’t do it. As we
now have litigation all over this country in the federal
courts, this is going to wind up before the U.S.
Supreme Court.

I have restructured the water management division
in Region IV to add a unit whose job is to begin to
move the NPDES program, the wetlands program and
the other pieces of the water division toward the
watershed approach. This means basin planning. 

Basins come in all sizes. It gets to be very difficult
when you cannot determine how big is too big to plan?
I say it’s like my daddy used to say, how long is a string?
I don’t know and so I can’t give you a precise answer
on how big is too big. I can say this, we simply have got
to get to storm water is because storm water is a non-
point source issue which is now the subject of point
source control. 

Congress chose to go after a non-point source
problem using point source kinds of remedy. That’s why
they added storm water to the NPDES program, and
told the states, you must take on storm water and if you
d o n ’t, you’re going to lose your NPDES authority. So
the states are in the business of watershed planning. 

We’ve got efforts under way throughout the Region
here to move local government more into the game of
watershed planning. For example, in Birmingham,
Alabama, there is the Cahaba River, a major stream
that meanders through a major urban area. You can
break that river into three segments. One that is actu-
ally above Birmingham, one that goes through the city
itself and then the one that goes miles and miles down
below Birmingham.

About 5 years ago, the state of Alabama determined
that the limiting criterion for the TDL for the Cahaba
was going to be phosphorous. The State of Alabama
decided they were going to do the entire river. The
TDL was finished. It was competently done and we
were ready to approve it. There were the eleven big
point source discharges on the Cahaba, nine of them
were public. 

Alabama said, “ooh, look what is going to happen if
we approve that TDL.” The TDL would start driving
the NPDES permits. Alabama couldn’t issue any per-
mits that are inconsistent with the TDL. 

The reality then became, “alright if we’re now
going to promulgate the new phosphorous standards
for this big river and second, we’re going to meet the
standards through the NPDES permits, we’re fixing to
tell nine public systems that they’re going to have to
ratchet down on their treatment of their discharge a
long way. That’s is going to cost a lot of money.” 

The State got very concerned about the political
reality of what was going to happen when we approve

their TDL. The consequences were going to be mil-
lions of dollars that somebody had to go find to fix
those things.

I said, “okay, then let’s do this, let’s also do something
that some would say ‘I can’t do’ on the Clean Wa t e r
Act.” Let’s eat this elephant in an adaptive way over
three 5 year permit cycles. When a permit comes up for
reissuing, put an additional level of treatment. We will
see how you do for 5 years, then we’re going to ratchet it
down again for 5 more years. By the time we get 10 years
into this, we might find that we don’t need to do it any-
more. You might be able to meet the standards. But, then
if you don’t, we’ll go the third 5 year increment.

Some would say you can’t do that on the Clean Wa t e r
Act. Go get them right now, make them do it right now!
You can argue that, but look what happens to your rate
payer — you’re going to jump your water bill, your waste-
water bills by a factor of 5 or 6 right now. That doesn’t go
down well with anybody on the political side.

QUESTION: Can you build a Dam across the

waters of the United States in Tennessee?

ANSWER: You can, but it is more and more diffi-
cult to do that. An example, when I walked in the
door in Georgia, one of the first things I got hit in the
face with was a whole series of reservoir projects.
There is no water flowing into the State of Georgia
from outside except in the extreme northeast corner
where the Chatooga River flows into what then
becomes the Savannah River. You don’t have any inte-
rior streams coming out of Tennessee or North
Carolina into the State.

In 1990, the population of the Atlanta Metroplex was
3 million people. In 2000, it was four million people. A
million people moved there in 10 years. We’re halfway
through the next decade and that population growth
h a s n ’t abated at all. These people create wastewater. Yo u
have to build dams to make reservoirs. So, in Georgia,
there were a nasty series of battles over dams on streams,
waters of the United States to make water supply reser-
voirs. Yes it is being done. But it is harder and harder to
put any impoundment together these days.

QUESTION: Do you see any new enforcement ini-

tiatives in Tennessee in the foreseeable future?

ANSWER: There is always going to be a level of
E PA enforcement activity in every state. This was one
of my biggest frustrations as the head of the Mississippi
Environmental Agency. Because my viewpoint was,
“Look, we stepped up and we got delegated. Delegation
is a full meal deal. Okay, I got permits but then I know
I am responsible for the planning and monitoring and
enforcement. Now, you’re EPA, you stay in Atlanta.”

Only when I got to EPA did I begin to understand
the reality that no, you’re delegated and you are the
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lead. But, EPA is always going to have a degree of
enforcement initiatives and they run in 3-5 year cycles.
So, right now the administrator has approved the next
cycle of national enforcement iniatives. 

Included in those are major storm water enforcement
cases. EPA targeted some major developers and at least
one major retail chain, WalMart, for what appeared to be
and ultimately was determined to be just a series of prac-
tices that led to water quality problems through construc-
tions of these big retail centers. EPA also targeted a couple
of big national home builder companies, building huge
subdivisions and not using the best management prac-
tices. EPA went after those companies. That’s ongoing. 

In terms of other national initiatives that could
affect Tennessee, one of them is the mines and mineral
processing initiative. That honestly results from con-
cerns about phosphate mining in Florida and facilities
down there that have gone under, gone bankrupt and
left huge messes. 

QUESTION: You always determine a person’s priori-

ties or a region’s priorities by how they allocate the

m o n e y. Do you have any plans about how you intend

to allocate your money?

ANSWER: I do. This is more than at any time in my
35 year career a major “sprain” point between EPA and
the State Environmental Agencies because of this allo-

cation. Frankly, I didn’t give a rip about EPA’s Strategic
Plans when I was a State Commissioner from
Mississippi. All I cared about was keeping my Governor
and state legislators happy. The Congress passed the
Government & Performance Act and it has set in
motion the premise that Strategic Planning is going to
be driving budget and decision-making. President Bush
is moving the entire system. You have to show measur-
able results and the expectation of the OMB that will
effect your appropriations. On the state level, they are
doing the heavy-lifting. The “beans” are generated by
the State. I’m telling eight state agency heads now here
are my expectations. You generate so many of those
beans if you don’t do it, you don’t get the money. You put
the money where you are going to get the results. Yo u
start changing the money around — state budgets are
getting tighter and tighter. State Strategic Plans will be
dictated by their ability to abide by EPA Guidelines. ■
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